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Who was the commander of the Alamo?
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Which legendary adventurer was from Kentucky?
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What city was controlled by those who held the Alamo?
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Who was the commander-in-chief of the revolutionary army of Texas?
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Who helped settle hundreds of families in Texas around 1824?
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What did “G.G.T.” represent?
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8.

Which well-known Tennessee frontiersman served as a Representative in
Congress and later took off for Texas?
Why had Texas become so prosperous?
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10. What happened to Stephen Austin when he sought constitutional reforms?
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11. What words were placed on the cannon at Gonzalez?
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12. What was the name given to the struggle between the Texans and the Mexican
government?
13. Who drew a long line in the sand and declared, “Who will be the first?
March!”?
What happened to:
14. William Travis-
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15. Davy Crockett-
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16. Jim Bowie-
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17. What happened to the 342 Texan prisoners at Goliad?
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18. What was the battle cry used by Sam Houston’s army?
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19. Who displayed the most refined type of human nobility by standing in the
breach in defense of liberty?
20. What site has been sanctified by the blood of men who fought and fell for
freedom? (caption)
“I shall never surrender or retreat. Then, I call on you in the name of Liberty, of patriotism &
everything dear to the American character, to come to our aid with all dispatch…. If this call is
neglected, I am determined to sustain myself as long as possible & die like a soldier who never
forgets what is due to his own honor & that of his country—VICTORY OR DEATH.”
William Travis
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